Current data storage, retrieval, and management mechanisms are inherently complex, perpetuating the need for intuitive access to stored data. The Internet has complicated the situation further by vastly increasing the quantity, types, and availability of data. In a distributed environment, data storage, retrieval, and management must coordinate among multiple heterogeneous sources. In this article, we present approaches to simplifying access to data sources. We begin by presenting automated query generation as a means to provide high-level access to a single database. We then present an overview of architectures that support the interoperability of multiple distributed heterogeneous data sources, including an architecture which generalizes an automated query formulation technique to support multiple distributed heterogeneous sources. We conclude by discussing the role of distributed object and agent technologies in distributed information access. 
Introduction
Data management technology has not kept pace with the demand to effectively and efficiently store, manage, and access unprecedented quantities and types of data, stressing current data management systems and architectures. Several factors have exacerbated the technology lag. First, data itself is complex: organizations may store terabytes of data containing thousands of attributes which are spread across hundreds of tables or objects, potentially surpassing any individual's ability to comprehend the structure and population of a database. Second, data storage is complex: in our increasingly network-centric economy, staying competitive requires distributing, integrating, and sharing data resources, resulting in related data that can be stored across multiple, geographically distributed, heterogeneous databases. Finally, data access is complex: database access has remained primarily low-level and knowledge-intensive, requiring users to understand the details of the database design to retrieve data. As new databases are added to a system and existing databases are modified, the complexity of maintaining and integrating design details increases dramatically.
Facilitating management of and access to data requires providing an interface to databases that abstracts the essence of what data the user requires from the details of how the data is stored or even where the data is located. It also requires providing architectures and approaches to enable the integration and interoperability of distributed heterogeneous databases. Finally, it requires acknowledging the trend toward distributed resources and embracing internetbased, open-architecture, and intelligent-agent solutions.
A Motivating Example
Let us look at an example to demonstrate some issues. Imagine that you need to make a request for data in an environment that provides no preconstructed views, such as when making an internet query to a search engine. As in the search engine scenario, you may not even know where the data is stored. Intuitively, however, you know that you want buyers who bought expensive watches in 1999, and that the data you want can be represented by the following request. The fact that the query in Example 2 is significantly more detailed than that of Example 1 illustrates one of the fundamental complexities of data retrieval: most database management systems provide only low-level data manipulation and retrieval support that requires users to be familiar with the underlying structure of the database. Intuitively, users know the data they want to retrieve and the constraints to impose. Ideally, retrieving the data would be as straightforward as passing those requirements on to the database management system. In practice, query formulation is tightly coupled to the conceptual and implementation models of the database and thus requires the user to be familiar with detailed aspects of the target database. For example, the target database in the previous examples supported access via queries in SQL [1] , the standard query language for relational databases. SQL requires even the simplest queries to include the table names from which the data will be drawn. More involved queries require programmers to include not only the table names, but the precise table navigation by specifying how tables are to be associated via join criteria.
Conceptual Modeling
Given that you conceptually want to issue the request in Example 1, how would you know how to formulate the corresponding query in Example 2 that is required to retrieve the results? Often, the conceptual schema of the target database can be used to infer the appropriate database-level query. Early in the database lifecycle, designers develop the conceptual schema to capture the structure of the database as suggested by the user requirements [4] . The schema is defined using a high-level conceptual data model, which provides the notation for declaring and relating such database abstractions as entities, relationships, and constraints. Because the model provides an abstract representation for expressing high-level database properties, the development of the conceptual model is independent of any particular target platform or database implementation. Conceptual models therefore provide the basis for documenting and understanding the architecture of any database.
Assume the database that can satisfy your request is structured as shown in Figure 1 , where Figure 1 describes the conceptual schema for a simple on-line store in entity-relationship (ER) model [6] notation. As the de facto standard for modeling large and complex database systems, the ER model is both easy to use and understand. For the purpose of this example, buyers purchase products by generating transactions, and can maintain multiple shopping carts that represent categories of items to be bought at a later date. The BUYER, TRANSACTION, SHOPPING_CART and PRODUCT entities are represented as rectangles in the schema diagram, with associated attributes represented as text joined to the entity by lines. Underlined attributes represent key attributes, which are those that uniquely identify entities. Diamonds represent the relationships between entities. The numbers and letters that label the connections between relationships and entities represent the cardinalities of the relationships. For example, the BUYER_TRANSACTION relationship is a one-to-many (1:N) relationship between BUYER and TRANSACTION, indicating that each buyer can be associated with many transactions, but that each transaction is associated with only one buyer. A double line connecting a relationship to an entity indicates that the entity is required to participate in the relationship. For example, the double line connecting BUYER_CART to SHOPPING_CART indicates that a shopping cart must be associated with a buyer, whereas a buyer need not be associated with a shopping cart. 
Conceptual to Implementation Model Mapping
A question that remains is how the conceptual model, which is a generic representation of the database, can be used to construct a database-specific query? Although the conceptual model is implementation-independent, it supports straightforward transformation to the relational and other implementation models, and thus to the database-level schema. The relational implementation schema for the on-line store is shown in Figure 2 , and expresses the tables that comprise the on-line store database . Each row represents a table  descriptor, displaying each table name The relational implementation schema for the on-line store was generated from the conceptual schema in Figure 1 through the application of well-defined transformation rules [11] . For example, one such rule dictates that each entity in the conceptual model is represented as a table in the implementation model. Notice that each entity in Figure 1 is represented as a table of the same name in Figure 2 , with each entity attribute preserved as a corresponding table attribute. Just as conceptual-model relationships serve to relate entities to one another, their representations in the implementation model serve to relate tables to one another. The mechanism by which one table is related to another table is by including one table's key attributes in the other table as a foreign key. Depending upon the cardinality and participation constraints of participating entities, a conceptual model relationship can be represented either as a distinct table that includes the keys of the participating entities as foreign keys, or by including the keys of all participating entities as foreign keys in the table associated with one of the participating entities. For example, the many-to-many TRANSACTION_PRODUCT relationship is represented in the implementation model as the TRANSACTION_PRODUCT table, and in addition to including its associated attribute purchase_quantity, includes the keys of its participating entities as foreign keys: trans_id from the TRANSACTION entity and p_id from the PRODUCT entity. The one-to-many BUYER_CART relationship, on the other hand, is represented in the implementation model by drawing the key (b_id) from the table representing the entity on the "one" side of the relationship ( BUYER_ID) into the table corresponding to the entity on the "many" side of the relationship ( SHOPPING_CART) as the foreign key buyer_id. We assume that the renaming of b_id to buyer_id has been dictated by the designer, illustrating that foreign key attributes need not retain the names of their associated primary key attributes.
Significant design information is lost in mapping from the conceptual model to the implementation model. Notice, for example, that Figure 2 does not express the mandatory participation of TRANSACTION in its relationship with TRANSACTION_PRODUCT. In fact, the relationship between the two tables is not explicitly expressed in the schema and must be inferred from the fact that the identical attribute name (i.e., trans_id) appears in both tables. In practice, however, related attributes between tables can be referred to by different names. As in the conceptual-to-implementation mapping from above in which b_id from BUYER is represented as buyer_id in SHOPPING_CART, it is not obvious from the implementation representation, as it is in the conceptual representation, that the two tables are related. Because notation at the implementation level is not rich enough to express important design details of a database, reasoning about how to navigate a database to retrieve desired data should occur at the conceptual rather than the implementation level. Unfortunately, if the conceptual model is not maintained after database implementation, as is often the case, users who wish to formulate queries to the database must perform significant research to reconstruct the conceptual model. Even users that have access to the conceptual design may find it difficult to digest the notational details and associated implications that would allow them to formulate semantically reasonable queries to complex databases. This issue suggests that typical database users would benefit from intelligent interfaces that assume the burden of forumulating complex database-level queries and that provide the user with intuitive, high-level access to desired data.
Automated Query Generation
Various approaches to providing high-level query mechanisms have been explored. Early on, the problem was addressed by the Universal Relation (UR) theory [16] [21] [39] , which provides programmers and users with a single-table view of the database. High-level queries are formulated to the "database table," while an underlying query engine creates a database-level query based on the relationships defined by the conceptual representations of the databases. Unfortunately, many of the UR systems rely upon abstractions not typically used by database designers, further commplicating the design process by requiring an additional UR design component. Other approaches that use the more common ER models either present a graphical user interface for selecting subgraphs which correspond to requests [18] [42], or use universal relation concepts directly [23] [40] . Others attempted to create automated query generators [22] which reslove the shortcomings of the universal relation model, but still failed to provide the richness of expression needed for generalized queries. Although many variations on intelligent interfaces have been explored and implemented, we will refer to the QUICK intelligent database access system [27] in our examples.
QUICK uses knowledge extracted from the conceptual model to automate query generation, effectively eliminating the requirement that users be intimately familiar with the databases from which they retrieve data. QUICK relies on an extended entity-relationship (EER) [4] [10] [22] [37] model notation to conceptually describe a database. The extensions are drawn from semantic data modeling, object-oriented, and knowledge representation approaches [14] [26] to extend the expressive power of the ER model. QUICK supports intuitive highlevel user requests similar to the request presented in Example 1. Specifically, QUICK accepts requests in USQL [9] , a high-level version of SQL that allows users to specify only the attributes they desire and the associated constraints. USQL does not require users to specify the tables or objects the attributes are stored in, or the joins that relate tables or objects to one another.
Presented with only attribute names, the query generator must determine a reasonable navigation of the database tables to formulate the actual database query. For example, if you were interested in all transaction dates for all buyers, you might request fname, lname and b_id, which would be retrieved from the BUYER table, and date, which would be retrieved from the TRANSACTION table. But how would the query generator know to relate BUYER and TRANSACTION via the BUYER → TRANSACTION path, rather than via the BUYER →
TRANSACTION_PRODUCT → TRANSACTION path? The first navigation path would return the results you intended, whereas the second would return the buyer and transaction information for all buyers that intend to buy products they have bought in the past. Although the navigation path for the query we intended happens to be shorter, this is not always the case, and in general, complex databases demand a more sophisticated approach than shortest-path determination to guide the decision. Indeed, the query generator must draw upon hints embedded in the conceptual model notation to identify the path or paths that represent likely user intent. Query generators recognize that some conceptual objects are more strongly related than others and that more intuitive queries can be generated by following paths that span strongly-related objects. For example, the UR model's representation of a database as a single table suggests that all database objects are strongly related, which can lead to incorrect interpretations of user queries. The introduction of the concept of maximal objects allowed the UR model to support the generation of intuitively correct interpretations of user queries [20] . Other query generators used ER based techniques to accomplish similar goals [22] . For illustrative purposes, we present the grouping mechanism used by QUICK, which can be considered an extension of maximal objects to EER objects.
Contexts
QUICK analyzes the conceptual model to identify contexts, which are sets of strongly associated conceptual model objects [39] , including entities, attributes, and relationships [27] . The strengths of the associations are determined heuristically from the model notation, but conceptually represent the designer's intent with respect to the interrelationships among objects. Figure 3 shows the contexts for the on-line store as two rounded rectangles enclosing two subsets of objects. The first context relates BUYER, BUYER_TRANSACTION, TRANSACTION, TRANSACTION_PRODUCT, and PRODUCT objects, and essentially represents the notion that buyers purchase products by conducting transactions. The second context relates BUYER, BUYER_CART, SHOPPING_CART, CART_PRODUCT, and PRODUCT, representing the notion that buyers maintain lists of products they wish to purchase at a future date. That there exists no obvious relationship between the products a buyer has already purchased and those he intends to purchase is indicated by the TRANSACTION and SHOPPING_CART entities belonging to different contexts. 
Query Generation Using Contexts
Heuristically-driven algorithms [29] identify contexts within a database's conceptual model representation. For example, every relationship belongs to the same context as its associated entities, while cardinality constraints determine whether relationships adjacent to those entities are included in the same context. Once the contexts have been identified, all conceptual model objects will belong to at least one context, and possibly multiple distinct contexts.
The query generator uses the heuristically extracted contexts as knowledge for inferring user intent from high-level queries. A high-level query is composed of a set of attributes, each of which is associated with a conceptual model object. If the set of model objects associated with the requested attributes form a subset of a context, the query generator formulates the corresponding SQL query using knowledge of the join paths defined by the conceptual model and the enclosing context as well as knowledge of the conceptual-to-implementation mapping for the target database. For example, a user who wants to retrieve buyer, product and date information for all buyer transactions might pose the following USQL query to the query generator:
The query generator first identifies the EER objects that contain each requested attribute, in this case BUYER, TRANSACTION, and PRODUCT. Because BUYER, TRANSACTION, and PRODUCT are contained solely by the top context in Figure 3 , the top context is assumed to reflect the user's intent. The identified context dictates the table navigation whereas the conceptual-to-implementation mapping knowledge determines the resulting SQL query: The identified context represents the query generator's best estimation of the user's intent with respect to the posed high-level query, and provides the information necessary to generate the database-level query. However, had attributes from both TRANSACTION and SHOPPING_CART been requested, say date and cart_id, the query generator would not have been able to identify a single context that contains the requested attributes and would thus conclude that the database designer never intended for such a query to be posed. On the other hand, if the requested attributes had been completely contained within multiple contexts, such as if only fname, lname and p_id had been requested, the query generator would not be able to determine which of the two possible meanings defined by the top and bottom contexts was intended. In the latter case, the query generator would generate the query that is the UNION of the queries generated by each context by default.
That users cannot specify which of multiple contexts reflect the intended meaning of a high-level query illustrates limitations of the context paradigm. Even when a high-level query maps to a unique context, there is no guarantee that the generated query matches the user's intent. However, similar grouping techniqes, for example, maximal objects, suffer from similar shortfalls, and QUICK's deployment in real-world software applications indicates that it performs well in generating reasonable queries [32] [28] .
Researchers have explored the use of role-based queries to provide guidance to the context selection process [33] when data requests can be satisfied by more than one context. To support role-based queries, the EER notation is augmented to include the assignment of role names to relationships. For example, imagine that the relationship BUYER_TRANSACTION between BUYER and TRANSACTION, included in the top context in Figure 3 , is assigned the role of purchase, whereas the BUYER_CART relationship between BUYER and CART, included in the bottom context in Figure 3 , is assigned the role of order. The purchase role specifies that any attribute "to the right of" purchase within its context assumes the role of purchase with respect to all context attributes "to the left." Similarly, the order role specifies that any attribute "to the right of" order within its context assumes the role of order with respect to all context attributes "to the left."
Recall from above that if a user requests only BUYER and PRODUCT attributes, the objects associated with the attributes will be completely contained within both the top and the bottom contexts, preventing the query generator from identifying the context which uniquely represents the intended request. That is, the query generator will not be able to determine whether the user intends to retrieve BUYER and PRODUCT information through TRANSACTION for purchased products or through SHOPPING_CART for ordered products, and will therefore return the UNION of the two possible queries. Role-based queries allow the user to augment a high-level query with role names to communicate the intended query. Thus, a user who issues the role-based query:
SELECT fname, lname, b_id, purchase.p_id communicates to the query generator that he intends the query defined by the top context, even though the conceptual objects that contain the requested attributes belong to both the top and the bottom contexts. Similarly, the role-based query:
SELECT fname, lname, b_id, order.p_id guides the query generator in formulating the query defined by the bottom context. This type of query generator succeeds in recycling valuable database engineering products to provide a knowledge-based automated query formulation service to a single database. Central to the query generator's success is the recognition that conceptual data models contain knowledge that can be used to infer the meaning of high-level queries, expressed in terms of the associated contexts. An interpretation of a high-level query can thus be inferred from contexts that contain attributes of the query, and corresponding databaselevel queries can be generated. In this capacity, automated query generators can address the issue of tedious low-level data access by allowing users to specify their data needs at a high level, independent of the target data source architecture.
Accessing Multiple Databases
In practice, data retrieval over multiple sources is often more complicated than single database access. Consider, for example, that the on-line store actually maintains product data and customer data in separate databases. The resulting database models might look like those in Figure 4 . The circle in the Customer database model identifies TRANSACTION as a generalization of the associated specialized entities COMMITTED_TRANSACTION and INTENDED_TRANSACTION. That is, according to the Customer database, customer shopping carts can be thought of as intended transactions, and customer purchases can be thought of as committed transactions, both of which can be considered specialized transactions. Although the two database designs do not preserve the structure or terminology of the conceptual on-line store design of Figure 1 , together the two database models preserve the original intent of what comprises the on-line store database. That is, all concepts within the envisioned on-line store model of Figure 1 can be expressed in one or the other of the Customer and Product databases, and relationships between the data in each database can be made through the product_id attribute of each database. Although the conceptual model in Figure 1 represents the unified conceptual structure of an on-line store, it is certainly not how a buyer, customer service representative, or marketer perceives the data. A buyer would be aware of the products available and those he intends to buy, but not likely his entire transaction history. A customer service representative, on the other hand, would not be interested in a buyer's intended purchases, but would be interested in a buyer's purchase history to address questions or problems concerning past purchases. Finally, marketing software may be used to determine which advertisements are displayed to buyers and may use past and future purchase criteria to distinguish extravagant buyers from thrifty buyers and alter the advertisements accordingly. The Buyer, Customer Service, and Marketing domains can be expressed as the conceptual models in Figure 5 . Note that a user domain conceptual model corresponds to an external view, which is a more general concept than an SQL view [4] . Although each user domain employs unique terminology that reflects how a user of that domain perceives the on-line store data, all user domain concepts can be expressed in the original design of Figure 1 . Many user domain concepts can be mapped directly to the original model's concepts, such as buyer_id of the Marketing domain to b_id of Figure 1 , while other concepts such as buyer_name of the Marketing domain involve a more complicated transformation, in this case the concatenation of fname and lname of Figure 1 . 
Achieving Heterogeneous Access
With the scenario sufficiently more complicated, how will user queries from multiple domains be supported to multiple databases? Many systems have been developed to simplify access to distributed and heterogeneous databases. In general, there exist four categories of approaches by which database interoperability is achieved [25] :
1. Require all databases to be implemented with the same conceptual schemas. 2. Require systems to communicate via a single, global interface schema, while allowing them to implement local data schemas independently. 3. Require systems to communicate via a single, global abstract interface schema. This abstraction eliminates underlying schema representation details. 4. Allow systems to communicate through explicit correspondences between separately developed interface schemas. The first approach is exemplified by AMASE [5] , an astrophysics system which combines the catalogs and archives of two missions, IRAS and ROSAT, into a single, homogeneous catalog. Although IRAS is an infrared mission and ROSAT is an X-ray mission, the scientists in these areas of astrophysics "speak" a common domain language. In addition, scientists and the underlying database share the same domain of discourse. Thus, the application programmers did not need to translate queries and results among domain vocabularies. Rather, they tightly coupled the user interface to the underlying database model. Since the underlying database is an object-oriented DBMS, the architecture is scaleable within the astrophysics domain. However, it cannot be readily ported to other domains. Furthermore, other applications that wish to access the AMASE catalog must become intimately familiar with its database schema and terminology.
The Master Environment Library (MEL) [8] , which provides one-stop shopping for all Department of Defense (DoD) environmental data archives, is another example of the first approach. MEL imposes a unified view of the distributed metadatabase catalogs by insisting that the participating archives standardize on the FGDC [12] data standard. Unfortunately, each participating archive must force their metadata into the FGDC format whether or not it is the best representation for the archived data. Furthermore, if other applications wish to access catalogs associated with the MEL, they must interpret the FGDC format. Finally, the architecture does little to provide assistance to users and databases that use different vocabulary sets.
The second approach is represented by NASA's Master Directory (MD) [38] , which is a meta-catalog for finding both space and environment data archives. It is one of the earliest attempts to provide content-based search capabilities for distributed data archives. The MD has a central database catalog that stores the description of contents of distributed data archives. Participating archives, which supply Directory Interchange Format (DIF) entries that describe their data holdings, populate it. The success of the system depends heavily on the right choice of common terminology. The DIF keyword values are descriptors that have been standardized by an international scientific committee over the period of more than ten years. Even after ten years of standards meetings, there is still discussion concerning which are the "correct" keywords to use in which circumstances. Such an approach takes much time, effort, and expense. In addition, application designers that want to access the MD must become familiar with the nomenclature arrived upon by the international committee.
Systems using the third approach present underlying databases through an abstract global schema. Typically, they use mediators to translate queries from the application domains to the catalog domains. The SIMS architecture [3] provides interoperability among distributed, heterogeneous databases. Central to the architecture is a knowledge base that integrates the schemas of underlying databases within a single domain. Users are not presumed to know about how data is distributed over the data-and knowledge bases to which SIMS has access. Rather, they query underlying databases as if they were a single, unified database. Unfortunately, users are required to be familiar with standard terminology of the domain. In addition, users must query the databases using the Loom query language [19] , which is not generally familiar and requires some understanding of the conceptual classes of the knowledge base.
HERMES [35] [2] also provides a mediated approach for integrating distributed information systems. Knowledge engineers define the domain mappings with a declarative, rule-based language. A mediator compiler defines the semantic database integration to the system in an automated way. HERMES also provides a "yellow pages" facility to assist the mediator author in locating data sources. Unfortunately, applications must still be familiar with a common domain language and they must be somewhat familiar with the underlying database schemas to formulate queries.
Systems using the fourth approach communicate via explicit schema mappings. Tsimmis [13] integrates heterogeneous information systems by placing translators (or wrappers) around all information servers. Translators are written to convert the domain-specific database representations to a common model. Domain applications call mediators, which are at a level above the translators, to resolve queries. Mediators send queries to translators, assemble results, and return responses to applications. An excellent feature of this approach is that the knowledge base is not centralized. Rather, it consists of the set of system translators and mediators, which are usable by any application. However, writing both translators and mediators is a manually intensive task. While the authors of Tsimmis believe that these tasks can be automated, they agree that creating such a tool is a difficult task. Furthermore, mediators tend to implement database views, which implies that ad hoc queries are not easily answered.
Carnot [7] provides a layered, service-oriented approach to achieving and managing integrated databases. Integral to Carnot is an enterprise modeling and integration facility and a knowledge discovery facility. The core knowledge base of Carnot is Cyc [16] , which is semantic network that describes the global context of the domain of query discourse. (To be precise, the purpose of Cyc is to describe the entire domain of human discourse.) The model integration facility automates the integration of disparate data models and then represents them in Cyc. Carnot, therefore, allows applications to query information using vocabulary in their own domain of discourse. However, Carnot does not provide capabilities for formulating complex ad hoc queries across distributed databases. It also does not provide adequate data fusion capabilities.
IMPACT [36] is an agent-based platform that supports multiple agent applications. Its focus is on coordinating the tasks of many independent application program and database agents. It provides an agent infrastructure for language-independent API agent functions, action constraints, concurrency, and integrity constraints. However, agents must be aware of both the information that other agents offer and the implicit relationships among the information sources. Furthermore, for complicated requests of a data source, calling agents must have an explicit understanding of its ontology or schema.
An Architecture for Distributed Information Access
Given the numbers and types of systems that have been built, each with its own advantages and disadvangages, it is clear that achieving heterogeneous database access is a hard problem. To illustrate an approach in more detail, we present a knowledge-based Architecture for Distributed INformation Access (ADINA) [34] that combines the functionality of QUICK's automated query generation with concept mappings between data representation levels to provide high-level access from unique user domains to multiple unique databases. Users specify only the values to be retrieved and the constraints of the search, using their own vocabulary and using a familiar query language interface. Underlying databases do not conform to any particular standards. The architecture automatically locates relevant underlying databases and formulates queries according to the structure and vocabularies of their schemas. The architecture also fuses the results and presents the results back to the application in the language of the application domain.
In this architecture, each user domain is associated with an implicit data model that represents the user view of the domain data, analogous to the Buyer, Customer Service, and Marketing user models of Figure 5 . Additionally, each database is associated with an explicit data model, such as the Customer and Product databases of Figure 4 . Finally, a generic conceptual model is developed for the particular domain of discourse, which captures all concepts that are expressed in the user and database conceptual models. In our example, the online store model from Figure 1 represents the generic on-line store domain. As shown in Figure 6 , the architecture includes three tiers-an Application Layer, Database Layer, Generic Layer and a Knowledge Base. Each tier, in conjunction with the Knowledge Base, is responsible for mapping high-level queries of one conceptual model to high-level queries of another model according to the concept mappings defined between layers.
Concept Mapping
Because all concepts in the user and database domain models are expressible in the generic model, user domain concepts can be expressed as database domain concepts by transformation through associated generic model concepts. To achieve this transformation, concept mappings must be defined between adjacent architecture abstraction layers and stored in the Knowledge Base for use by the system. A concept can be defined as a conceptually atomic data item. Concepts at each abstraction level essentially correspond to the conceptual model attributes at that level. However, a conceptually atomic data item at one abstraction level does not necessarily correspond to an atomic data item at another abstraction level. For example, recall that buyer_name at the Buyer user domain level, is represented as the concatenation of fname and lname at the Generic domain level. Significantly, it has been shown that concept mappings preserve the meanings of query representations as well as concepts between abstraction levels [34] .
Application Layer
The Application Layer serves as the interface that allows users to request data from several databases using local terminology. The Application Layer is responsible for the conversion of queries and their responses between their Application domain representation and their Generic domain representation, including concept mapping for queries and data unit and format conversion for responses. Suppose the query in Example 1 actually represents a marketing software request for expensive watch buyers in 1999, where an expensive watch is defined at the generic layer as a watch that costs at least $1,000. The software would formulate the high-level query in its own domain terminology and submit it to the Application Layer of the architecture. The Application Layer would apply concept mappings from the Knowledge Base as well as perform any manipulation needed to maintain proper USQL form to produce the generic representation of the query, which it would then pass on to the Generic Layer as shown in Figure 7 . 
Generic Layer
The Generic Layer receives the high-level query in the terminology of the generic model and is responsible for partitioning the query into sub-queries for multiple databases and merging the multiple results to form a single result set. The Generic Layer first extracts query concepts to be mapped to corresponding Database Layer concepts. The Knowledge Base is consulted to determine which data sources can satisfy the query, and concepts are then grouped according to the target databases to which they map. Each concept grouping is transformed into a high-level sub-query over its respective database. Because sub-queries are only meaningful insofar as they relate to the original high-level query and hence to each other, the system must derive relationships between the sub-queries. Using contexts generated from the generic conceptual model, the system identifies additional attributes and constraints that bridge the sub-queries and inserts them into the sub-queries. Any attributes inserted into the queries for the purpose of relating sub-queries to one another are removed when the results are merged to ensure the results reflect only the data originally requested. For example, when the original request is divided into two subqueries in Figure 8 , p_id is inserted into each query in order to relate the results from each subquery. Since the original request did not include p_id, it would be inappropriate and confusing to include p_id in the results returned to the user. Hence, when the subquery results are returned to the Generic Layer in Figure 10 , the p_id values are used to fuse the multiple results into a unified result, but are then discarded from the result set. 
Database Layer
The Database Layer is responsible for converting the high-level generic subqueries into valid database queries over each database. Concept mappings in the Knowledge Base are used to transform the generic sub-queries into databasespecific high-level sub-queries. The sub-queries are then passed to the QUICK automated query generator to infer the complete database-level queries that include the navigational details necessary to retrieve the data from the target databases. The system then submits each query to its target database. The Database Layer query submission process is illustrated in Figure 9 . 
Knowledge Base
The Knowledge Base captures the knowledge used by the system to perform query transformation, expansion, and fusion. It contains the Application, Generic, and Database conceptual models, the contexts derived from the models, and the data types, formats and units needed for data fusion. The Knowledge Base also contains the inter-domain concept mappings which support the highlevel query transformation between domain layers, as well as the database location information for issuing the complete database-level subqueries.
Returning Query Results
As each database returns results to the architecture's Database Layer, the Knowledge Base is used to convert attribute data units and formats to corresponding units and formats defined for the attributes at the Generic Layer. The results are passed to the Generic Layer, where the Knowledge Base is again consulted to fuse the sub-results into a single result employing the same knowledge that was used to partition the original query. For example, the results from the Customer database are joined with the results from the Product database on p_id, and only those buyers that bought watches that cost at least $1,000 in 1999 are returned to the Application Layer. Finally, the fused results are passed to the Application Layer where they undergo a final data unit and format conversion to their Application Layer representation before they are presented to the user. The transformation process is shown in Figure 10 . 
Real-World Application
The architecture above has been applied to the Objective Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) Operations Control System (ODOCS) project, which is an effort to re-engineer an existing system that supports Department of Defense communication users of the military's Super High Frequency satellites. The current system plans and schedules satellite and ground resources and was designed in the early 1980s, consisting of standalone subsystems that contain incompatible operating systems. ODOCS has been mandated to provide interoperability with other communication planning/scheduling and controlling/monitoring systems and to use common architecture standards to provide a distributed open software and database environment. The architecture was used to support the ODOCS Data Management Service (ODMS) [15] , which is intended as a mechanism to support data reuse and interoperability among various mission applications and external systems. A "proof-of-concept" version of the ODMS has been implemented which supports the feasibility of both the ODMS and the underlying Architecture for Distributed INformation Access. High-level queries based on an application's terminology have successfully been transformed and expanded into queries required by each of the underlying databases, the queries have been issued to multiple databases in a networked environment, and the query results have been returned as expected.
By combining automated query generation functionality with a supporting architecture, the system described above is able to provide high-level access to multiple databases from multiple user domains. In providing this functionality, the system relies on a Knowledge Base that includes conceptual models, standard database engineering products from which it extracts knowledge about user intent given high-level queries. The system supports autonomy of diverse user and database domains, allowing users and database domain engineers complete design and implementation freedom. Finally, the system is flexible and extensible, allowing users and databases to dynamically join the architecture by providing their domain conceptual model and concept mappings to the generic unified model.
Directions
In the increasingly networked business environment, a growing area of research is that of intelligent software agents [24] . Although the precise definition of an agent is somewhat elusive, an agent is generally agreed to be an autonomous software entity that has the ability to collaborate with other software agents to meet users' needs. Agents are expected to play a major role in the future of the Internet and hence will naturally be important in the area of distributed information management. Agents are central to the IMPACT system described earlier, and many existing architectures can themselves be intuitively transformed into agent-based systems by distributing architectural modules, and assigning an agent to each. As such, each agent would be responsible for receiving and responding to external requests to each module, and dynamically adapting to network topology changes to provide appropriate and efficient responses to user requests. Furthermore, multiple information access architectures that support distinct data domains may exist on a network and may each be associated with an agent. If a query is posed to an architecture which can answer only part of or none of the query, its agent can enlist the help of the other architecture agents in an attempt to satisfy the request.
In general, autonomous software systems cannot intrinsically communicate and collaborate with one other, and information access architectures do not magically solve this problem. Fortunately, many development communities have recognized the value of open architectures and infrastructures, such as OMG's Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [30] , which allow diverse applications to work together over a network. CORBA allows proprietary applications to communicate with one another by providing a standard transport protocol and a standard by which applications define and publish their interfaces. Similarly, industry-standard database access Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), such as Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) [31] and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [41] , allow diverse database applications to communicate with diverse databases in a standardized manner. The flexibility and scalability of production versions of information access architectures will rely on interfacing and communicating with user applications and databases that employ such standard distributed object technologies and database access APIs.
Summary and Conclusions
We have presented an overview of data access approaches, from high-level access to a single database, to generalized access to multiple, distributed, heterogeneous databases. Database designers expend significant energy in developing a high-level conceptual schema that captures crucial structural knowledge for determining how queries to that database must be formulated. If the conceptual schema is not maintained or is discarded, users who wish to formulate queries to the database face the burden of reverse-engineering the database to guess its structure. Automated query generators bridge the knowledge gap between the rich conceptual database design and the typical database user. By capturing, processing, and reasoning over conceptual design knowledge, automated query generators are able to provide high-level, intuitive access to a single complex database. Several database interoperablility architectures have been developed to extend high-level access to a single database to include access to multiple, distributed heterogeneous databases. Among the successful architectures will be those that employ distributed agent technologies for efficiency and adaptability, support standard interfaces for maximal interoperability, and will support many types of real-world databases, including relational-, frame, XML-, and object-based systems.
